Major changes

- Replaced reference to staff sections with professional staff associations.
- Provided flexibility to recognize remote participation.
- Added language that suggests a limit of 3 letters of recommendation for at-large candidates.
- Clarified that any individual in the legislature can provide a letter of recommendation for a candidate. (new update since last meeting- line 123)
- Removed language that was no longer in practice.
- Rearranged some of the language.
- Removed duplicative language, in some cases the language was in LSCC Bylaws.
- Made other conforming edits.

Details

- Removed lines 1-29 – duplicative of provisions in either NCSL or LSCC Bylaws.
- Line 34-35, changed title because we moved the campaigning language to the section on Information for Candidates and Nominating Committee.
- Moved lines 37-39 to become lines 101-103. Amended the sentence to end after the words legislative employment. ([shown in green])
- Moved lines 41-46 to the word “positions” and lines 60 – 68 to lines 179-184 and 192-199. ([shown in grey])
- Moved Line 46 – 58 to 115-126. ([shown in yellow])
- Changed all reference to staff sections to professional staff associations.
- Lines 89-91 – expanded language regarding the announcement soliciting nominations.
- Line 128 – new language. For at-large members, please limit the number of letters of recommendation to no more than three.
- Amended lines 145-147 – addresses remote participation.
- Deleted lines 149-153 – no longer the practice.
- Moved lines 155 – 159 to become lines 186-190 -seemed a better fit. ([shown in blue])
- Amended Lines 219-221 – to again addresses remote participation.
- Removed Lines 262 – 275 – not needed.
  - Lines 264-266 – brochure has been produced and language regarding dissemination was added on lines 89-91.
  - Lines 268 – 269 - number of discretionary appointments does not need to be included here, addressed in the LSCC Bylaws.
- Lines 271-274 – addressed in LSCC Bylaws, assigning a mentor is responsibility of the immediate past staff chair.
- Lines 274-275 – language already exists on line 101-103.